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Greetings.

I am enclosing a couple of links that provide various Internet resources that question the validity of the “germ theory of disease
causation” as well as question the so-called proof of the isolation of the “virus”:

https://www.questionuniverse.com/rethink_current_crisis.html#fraud_germs
Fake Science’s Fraudulent “germ theory of disease causation”

https://www.questionuniverse.com/rethink_current_crisis.html#virus_proof
No Proof of the Existence of the “Coronavirus” (or any other “virus” for that matter}

I am also enclosing this question to aid us in looking at other factors to explain the symptoms that we call “dis-ease”:

If you believe in the fraudulent “germ theory of disease causation”, then have you ruled out all other possibilities for any “dis-
ease” that you or anyone that you know have had {including, but not limited to, your toxic emotions/thoughts; poor posture; poor
breathing; dehydration; nutritional lack (malnourishment, malnutrition, etc.); hunger/starvation; lack of adequate rest for you;
environmental changes (humidity, temperature, etc.); body interfering electromagnetic fields/radiation (EMF/EMR); toxic chemical
substances; prescription and/or over-the-counter drugs; synergistic effects of chemical mixtures and/or EMF/EMR; mind control;
human experimentation; torture; various conventional and/or exotic weapons (including, but not limited to HAARP and/or related
technologies; directed-energy weapons; 5G; “electronic, psychotronic, or information weapons; chemtrails; high altitude ultra low
frequency weapons systems; plasma, electromagnetic, sonic, or ultrasonic weapons; laser weapons systems; strategic, theater,
tactical, or extraterrestrial weapons; chemical, biological, environmental, climate, or tectonic weapons”; etc.}? If not, then why
not? Why was an invisible to the naked eye micro-organism your first choice to blame?

Question source: Germs Can Not & Do Not Cause Dis-ease: The “germ theory of disease causation” is a Fraud By Irucka Embry,
https://www.questionuniverse.com/germs_disease_fraud.html

Thank you for asking the question.
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